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Abstract— Remote sensing satellites require very accurate
pointing to specific locations of interest with high
resolution and small latency. Therefore, the space imaging
systems attempted to achieve the possible highest ground
resolution with minimum cost as possible. The most
promising prospects for high resolution imaging are
connected with passive optical sub-systems, especially push
broom one. In this paper, design process of an electrooptical imaging payload is described considering the
limited weight and small volume in addition to minimum
power consumptions. The electro-imaging payload
scanning system is push broom with ground resolution 7.8
meters which operates in three multispectral bands and
one panchromatic band at satellite altitude 668 km. The
panchromatic band covers a wide spectral range from 500885 nm. The images of the four bands have to be of the
same ground scene. Because of the limited weight of the
camera (22.2 kg), the multispectral consists of only one
single optical system large F-Number (F5) and provided
with spectrum splitter.
To receive the radiation reflected from the earth surface, a
linear CCD array will be used which has more than 6000 pixels
with a square pixel elements of 10*10 microns, so it is equivalent
to 46.8 km across track direction and 7.8 m along track direction
on the ground.

Keywords: MTF, SNR, push broom, detector, imaging
payload.
I.

INTRODUCTION

High resolution mapping system follows the trend to smaller
Ground Sample Distance (GSD). The increasing number of
sp[ace borne imaging systems in the last decade [1] shows that
an increasing numbers of countries are dealing with space
borne technology and that there an increasing need for
mapping systems for different applications [2].
In this paper we consider a GSD of 7.8 m as an enhanced
microsatellite according to the Study Cost-Effectiveness Earth
Observations Missions [3].
Smaller GSD needs larger focal lengths. The physics behind
optical systems allows only a restricted number of tricks to
overcome the problems of large focal length optics in terms of
volume and mass. The size of the focal plane depends on the
detector system size and is part of the equation concerning
optics, volume and mass.

Some parameters of previous kinds of similar remote sensing
cameras in comparison of the camera of satellite EgyptSat-1
are shown in Table 1.
Satellite

Land Sat 8
MSS
TM
SPOT
(HRV)
MSS
PAN
EgyptSat-1
MSS
PAN

Spatial
Resolution
(m)

Spectral
Bands
(nm)

Swath
(km)

Weight
(kg)

60
30

4 (500-1100)
7 (450-2350)

185
185

64
243

6.0
1.5

4 (450-890)
1 (450-745)

60

250

7.8
7.8

3 (500-885)
1 (500-885)

46.8

22.2

Table 1: Some parameters of the MS
(Multispectral) cameras of different Satellites

The digital Pan & multispectral camera consists of 4 main
subsystems; the optical system, spectrum splitter, the focal
plane equipment and the electronics. The Schmidt cassegrain
optical system includes some lenses, mirrors and others which
have to be designed in some parameters such as radius of
curvature, separation between lenses and mirrors, thickness of
the lenses elements and etc.
The focal plane equipment has two main parts has four similar
linear array detectors; each detector has more than 6000 pixels
with a square pixel elements 10*10 microns. Each CCD linear
detector is fixed at the focal plane and the continuous scanning
method of the ground scene with a swath width 46.8 km with
speed about 7.5 km/sec.
The main specifications of the CCD camera are shown in table
2.
Parameter
Ground resolution
Swath Width
Panchromatic band
Spectral bands

Orbital altitude

Value
7.8 m
46.8 km
500-885 nm
500-590 nm
605-680 nm
785-885 nm
668 km
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Bite rate for each
band
Power Consumption
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46.08 Mb/sec.
70 Watts

Table 2: Main specifications of the CCD camera of
Satellite EgyptSat-1

II. DESIGN OF AN ELECTRO-OPTICAL PAYLOAD
Electro-Optical payload design process consists of:
1. Determine Mission Requirements,
2. Select preliminary aperture,
3. Determine target radiance,
4. Choose detector candidates,
5. Optical Link Budget, SNR considerations,
6. Determine Focal Plane architecture and scanning
schemes,
7. Select F# and Optical System design,
8. Complete preliminary design and check MTF,
9. Determine Test Equipment Requirements.
Determine Mission Requirements
Figure (3) shows that the Earth surface illumination when
the wave length equal 0.4 microns is almost 30%, less
than when wave length equal 0.5 microns, and the
atmospheric fog brightness is 10-15% and atmospheric
fog brightness for different Sun angles above horizon.
The atmospheric fog influences the quality of the
received image, as it reduces the general contrast of the
image and signal/noise ratio. This leads to the details of
low contrast regions in the image.
Another important reason for the choice of the spectral
band region is according atmospheric coefficient.
Determine aperture diameter
The aperture is the opening in a camera that allows light
to expose the sensor (film, CCDs…). The amount of light
that gets through the aperture determines what an image
will look like. The larger the aperture, the more light it
collects and the brighter (better) image will be. Greater
detail and image clarity will be apparent as aperture
increases. Aperture diameter is determined by:
D = 2.44 Wave length. f. Q / d
where Q is quality factor. Quality factor is the ratio
of pixel size to diameter of diffraction disk DAiry, defined
as: Q = d / DAiry. Q typically varied between 0.5 and 2.
For Q < 1, the resolution is limited by diffraction in
optics, while for Q >1, the resolution is limited pixel size.
As a starting point for the design, select Q =1.
Determine target radiance
Target radiance is the total amount of received spectral
radiance of the target at the orbital altitude (H). It can be
calculated by using the different parameters such as:

the solar / lunar spectral radiance at orbit altitude (H)
from the earth surface or target,
the atmospheric
transmittance in the path (target to sensor), spectral
reflection coefficient of target, and the sum of the
multiple scattered solar and atmospheric emitted radiance
into the path.
Detectors
The easiest for realizing is scanning of the systems based
on the multi-element linear photo detector, for example
linear CCDs, photographic plate. In this case equipment
via an axle is directed to the Earth, usually to the nadir.
The linear photo detector (CCDs) of the camera is
situated vertically to the flight direction. Scanning and
electrical signals reading is performed in series from all
the elements of the photo detector line and then a new
period storage and reading begins.
III. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
As it is mentioned above, instead of having different cameras
for each spectral bandwidth, a common optical system with a
beam splitting system is used. Thus, because it is required four
spectral bandwidths, we are obliged to use four detectors.
A Schmidt Cassegrain optical system is favored because the
focal length is large and the field of view is also large to use a
reflective system. Hence by the choice of a high speed Schmidt
Cassegrain objective, the size and weight of the system is more
compact.
In multispectral CCD camera the single optical system
comprises of the followings:
- Primary and Secondary mirrors that collect beams
reflected from the imaged object to form image at
system focal plan.
- Primary and secondary compensators that
compensate aberrations.
- A thermo-baro compensator corrects for defocusing
the whole system.
- Baffles immune a system against the direct stray rays.
The number of lenses depends on the design of optical system
to reduce aberration as much as possible in order to have
better image quality.
As discussed above, when the light passes through the optical
system, it is distributed into four spectral bands by the beam
splitter system. Then they are directed to focus on four similar
CCD line arrays. The CCD elements produce electric charges
as they are exposed to light. These electrical charges are
proportional to the amount of light illumination that appears as
analogue voltage. The analogue voltage has to be sampled to
be converted into digital data using ADC circuitry associated
to the CCD chip. Then after data compression, it is ready to be
transmitted by the data transmission system. According to the
required specifications, some parameters have been calculated
and the results are shown in table 3.
Parameter

Value
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Number of the CCD’s pixels
Pixel size
FOV = Field of View
IFOV = Instantaneous of Field
of View
Focal length
F-number
The
operating
spatial
frequency=500/(10*2)
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 6000 pixels

Effective Screening Coefficient

0.409

10 *10 microns
4° 7’
12 mic.rad
860 mm
5.5
25 lp/mm

Table 3 some calculated parameters
One of the most important parameters of optical system is Fnumber. It is the ratio of the focal length to the entrance of
pupil effective diameter. It limits the amount of incident light
entering the optical system and consequently determines the
illumination in the image focal plane. Because of the limitation
of camera weight, we have to choose an F-number as large as
possible so that it decreases the illumination in the focal plane.
Thus the optical system design has to be optimal to achieve the
best image quality and high signal to noise ratio (having
smallest amount the beam losses by using special glasses and
highest sensitive detectors).
IV. OPTICS
The focal length of high resolution space systems is
determined by the physics laws and they have more weight and
volume that is not appropriate for small satellites concept.
Even if we can design a camera having a weight compatible to
a micro- satellite spacecraft, the volume of optical system for
high resolution space imagers is a problem; therefore we were
obliged to extend the satellite to enhanced micro-satellite
spacecraft category. The progress in production of optical
systems and its testing facility enables now the utilization of
highly efficient low mass and volume optical telescopes for
space missions. That progress can be briefed in the followings:
- Using of aspheric lenses in refractive telescopes,
- Using of folded arrangements for reflective telescopes
(for example TMA),
- Using of sophisticated catadioptric telescopes.
Presented Schmidt Cassegerain high-resolution objective
achieved the following specifications;
Specifications

Value

Focal length

860.132 mm

Back Focal length

110.7 mm

Effective Entrance Pupil Diameter

155.685 mm

Distortion at FOV

0.11%

FOV

4°

Total length

367.47 mm

V. DETECTOR
For mapping purposes the Pixel size of the detector is
projected via the focal length to the ground pixel size, the
smaller the detector element x the smaller the focal length f to
obtain the same ground pixel size. The smaller the detector
size, the less energy is obtained; if the sensitivity of the pixel
element is not sufficient to obtain the required SNR, TDI is
necessary to be applied otherwise to keep the pixel size that is
capable to obtain the required SNR.
Impact of staggered configurations – Volume and mass of
optics depends significantly not only on the focal length and
aperture, but also on the size of the image field that is
determined by the detector extensions. Using staggered line
arrays for the detector and high quality optics, each of the
detector length and the focal length can be halved as HRS
camera payload in SPOT-5 Satellite.
VI. DATA VOLUME AND TRANSMISSION RATE
The required data rate for imaging payloads depends on the
resolution, covering area, accuracy and number of detectors.
When the satellite is in low-Earth orbit, the satellite motion
itself allows easy scanning of the earth in the orbit plane. A
separate mechanism in the sensor scans perpendicular to the
orbit plane. The sensor generates an image composed of
minimum resolvable elements called pixels. If the resolution
element’s diameter on the ground is d meters, directly below
the satellite, the pixel size is d/h radians where h is the
satellite’s altitude. The width of the sensor’s scan angle,
perpendicular to the satellite orbit is Øx in radians [9].
The data rate, DR, generated by the sensor is:

Where: Ø: width of the sensor’s scan, perpendicular to
satellite’s altitude in radians,
V : satellite’s ground track speed, d: minimum diameter of
pixel image projected on ground,
h : satellite’s altitude,
S : number of samples per pixel
b : number of bits per sample (2b amplitude levels),
q : frame efficiency fraction of time for data transmission
(typically 0.90 to 0.95).
VII. VOLUME AND POWER CONSUMPTION
For mapping purposes, the pixel size of the detector is
projected via the focal length onto the ground pixel size. The
smaller the detector elements x, the shorter the focal length can
be implemented. Impact of staggered – Volumes and mass of
optics depends significantly not only on the focal length and
aperture, but also on the image field size determined by the
detector extensions.
Using staggered line arrays, the following effects occur:
- Length of line detector is reduced,
- Focal length can be halved,
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- Optics need to be high quality for twice as many line
pairs per millimeter necessary for the pixel size.
Staggered CCD-line arrays are used for instance in the SPOT 5
mission cameras HRS.
The progress in microelectronics has enabled more
sophisticated equipment designs. The key to realize the
reductions in mass, power and volume lies in utilization of
industry- based microelectronics packing technologies,
including:
- Multichip module technology (MCM),
- Three- dimensional MCM stacking,
- Die Stacking for memory.
The advanced microelectronics packing technologies have
been widely used. The effects have been remarkable.
Therefore, in future design the camera weight, volume and
power consumption would be more less [10].
VIII. MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION (MTF)
Some major features are considered that influence the image
quality from the spatial resolution point of view. A very
effective way to describe the image quality is to use the MTF
approach by multiplying all the image quality influencing MTF
components of a linear system (or quasi linear system). The
total MTF for the electro-optical camera can be estimated
which may base on different effects (such that optics, CCD,…)
in order to have the system MTF [5].
In general there are 3 factors determining MTF of multipleunit receiver on CCD basis:
- Geometry MTF determined by the photo sensitive
element size and pitch between them,
- Diffuse MTF given by spectral dependency of the
silicon absorption and further charge diffusion
spread,
- MTF determined by inefficiency of charge transfer in
the register.
MTF geometrical multiply is as follows:
MTFg (v) = sin (π.v.d)/ π.v.d
Where d is the pitch between elements,
v is the spatial frequency
CCD MTF at Nyquist frequency (50cycles/mm) for narrowband irradiation sources are as follows: Transfer Function
becomes worse a little as in table 4
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Wavelength, mm
550
650
725
800
900

MTF
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.24

Table 4: CCD MTF at Nyquist frequency (50 cycles/mm)

IX CONCLUSION
The presented paper showed the problems related with
imaging payload design. This paper deals with important
parameters for imaging payload (for remote sensing satellites)
such as, spatial resolution, MTF, SNR, pointing accuracy and
stability.
Our schedule was processed in different stages such as mission
definition, mission requirements, preliminary design, optically
and electronically systems design, laboratory experiments,
fabrication and quality control.
The design and performance evaluation the imaging payload
for the remote sensing satellites technology has been
described. It has been done on top-level system performance
requirements and proposed approach for this purpose based on
SNR detection and MTF analyses. The imaging payload
design was designed as push broom scanner flying in a sunsynchronous polar orbit of 668 km altitude and ground
resolution (GSD) 7.8 m for the panchromatic band and the
three multispectral bands.
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